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CAUSATION AND FREE WILL 

5TAT£NI!I."T or TH E PKO,LIM 

THIS is one of man's oldest riddles. How can the 
independence of human volition be b:&rmoni'~ed 

with the fact that we are integral parts of a univene 
which is subject to the rigid order of nature'. laws' 

At lirst .ight these tWO aspecu of human clistence 
IttI1'I to be logically irreconcilable. On the one hand 
we have the fact that natural phenomena invar~bly 
occur according to the rigid loCquence of caWoe and 
dfcct. This is an indilpen5able postulate of allscienti6e 
research, not merely in the case of thote sciences that 
de:ll with tbe physiC1i aspects of nature, but allO in 
the use of the mental sciences, such., psychology. 
Moreover, the assumption of an unfailing causal 
~uence in all happenings is the basis on whicb our 
conduct of everyday life is regulated. But, on the other 
hand, we have our most direct and intimate lOurce of 
knowl«lgc, which i. the buman consciousness, telling 
us that in the last resort our thought and volition arc not 
subject to thi, causal order. The inner voice of con
KiousnC5' assuret us that at any given moment we are 
capable of wi11ing this or that alternative. And the 
totoIlary of this il that the human being il genenl1y 
held responsible for his own actionl. It il on this 
u,umption that the ethical dignicy of man is based. 

How can we recondle that dignity with the prindple 
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of causation? Each one of u, is an integral pHI of the 
world in which we live. If every other event in tilt 
universe be 11. li nk. in the causal chain, whi(h ... ~ call 
the ord~r of natUTe, how can th~ atl of human \·olitioa 
be look.ed upon .. independent of that ord~r ? The 
principle of caus.a.tion is either univers.a.lly applicabl~ or 
it is not. If not, where do we draw the line, and .... hy 
should one part of creation be subject to :l law that 
of ils nature sccms universal, and another part be 
exempted from that la .... r 

Among .11 civilil.ed races the profoundtst thinkm 
have tickled th i, problem and h:lve suggcsted innll· 
merahle solutionl. I have no intennon of adding to the 
sum-total hac. My rcuon for taking up the qucstioa 
in connection with my own acience is that the 0011+ 

troversy has now entered the scientific field. From 
suggestion, which have been made as to the inapplic· 
ability of the causal principle 10 certain trres of 
research in physicalacience extensive conclusions have 
bcocn drawn and the age-old controversy is now being 
waged more bitterly than ever. 

Afta all the thoughl that h .. been expended on it, 
since man first began to reason over his place in che 
universe, one mightjustiMbly usume Ihalthe problem 
of causation would be n~r to a solution now chan 
formCTly, even if we gnnt that 11. complete and final 
SOlution is impouible, from the very nature of che 
question itself. And we might reasonably cxpc<:t Ihat 
at this stage of the controversy the disputants would 
at least be in agreement as to the nature of the funda
mental issues under dilo(:uSSion. But the opposite is the 
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use. Nowad')'$ it is not merely the problem itself that 
is debated; but even the very ~ic ideas involved in 
il are called into question-ideas such as the meaning 
of the concept of causality in itself and epistemological 
qUC!llions regarding the objecl$ which Ihould be 
considered to be within the legitimate $COpe of human 
knowledge, the difference between objects that ate 
!oensuoIIsiy perceptible and objects that are outSide 
this I'I.nge and other tuth questions. All this quarrelling 
over fundamentals has added to the confusion., 

The prol:l.gonis" are mainly divided into two 
scllooll. One school is into-este<! in the qUC!ltion 

chiefly from the viewpoint of the advancement of 
knowledge, holding that the principle of Slricl cauSl.tion 
is an indis~n$able postulate in scienti6c research, 
even including the sphere of menIal activity. As a 
logical conscqu('nce of thi, altitude, they declare that 
we ClInnot except humin activity in any shipe or form 
from the univel'1lal law of caU3ltion. The other school 
is more concerned with the behaviour of human 
beings and with the sense of humin dignity, which 
feels that it would be an unwarrantable degradation 
if human beings, induding even the mentally and 
ethically highest specimen. of the race, were to be 
considered :as inanimate automats in the hands of an 
iron law of causation. For this school of thinkers the 
freedom of the will is the highest attribute of man. 
Therefore we must hold, they say, that the law of 
causation is exduded from the higher life of the !IOul, 
or at least that it does not apply to the conscious 
IIlf:ntallCt$ of the higher specimens of humanity. 
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Bct'\ll'een these twO school. there: is II great number 
of thinken who will nor go the whole distance in 
either direction. They feci in a certain ~nsc that both 
parties are right. They will not deny the logical 
nlidity of the onc position nor the ethical validity of 
the other. They tc«Jgniu that in the mental sciences 
the principle of causation, as a basis of scientific 
research, is nowaday. being pushed far beyond the 
borders of iUllimate nature and with advantageous 
results. Therefore thcy will not deny the play of 
causality in the mental sphere, though they would liM; 
10 crCCI a bill'rier IoOmewhere "ilhin that sphere :&lid 
entrench the freedom of human volition ~hind that 
banicor. 

Among those who do not belong to either of the 
extreme school, perhaps I ought al~ to mention those 
Icientists who aTC against the universal appi;ution of 
the principle of causality in physical science. They 
hold that it is inapplicable to the natural phenomena 
that are studied in quantum ph)·sics. But most of the 
tdentists who hold this do not question the uni,,~1 
validity of the principle in iuelf. Still the attitude 
must be mentioned here; becaUK, though it docs nee 
form anything like a school of thought, it mdiellCs 
a tendency. And inasmuch as that tendency has bcf:n 
crploited by populariun, who speak of spontaneity 
in the inner wOI'kings of nature, it dCSCTVes to be 
.~n.l t with, if for no other purpose than to keep the 
hnes of communication dear between serious science 
and the seriously thinking public. 

A. to the general controversy itself, if it did not 
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affect our approach to physin.1 science physicists as 
luch would not have to concern themselves with the 
mJ.lla. But the conlrOversy nOW affccts the very basic 
I!Idbod on which scientifiC research is carried on. If 
the buis of n.usation be not valid, then how can the 
dedsions arrived at on this buis be considered ., 
reliable? Therefore the controversy affccts the general 
claim to reliability which natural science puts forward. 
ThaI is the reason why I am discussing it here as a 
pbysicist, in the hope that what I have to »y may help 
to keep dear the grounds on which my own brsnch 
of scicnce nits ,ts claim to reliability. 

Let us fint COMider the problem under its general 
epeet. What is the signifionce of the concept under
lying the nprcssion lAw of CI"mlijoll~ In everyday 
life we are familiar with the idea of • rlflll~ snd, like 
~ many everyday things, we imagine thai this idea 
is the simplnt thing in the world to e"tpllin. Common 
sense and daily c"tperience thow us that 111 thingt and 
events are the products of other thingt and events. 
We lay of what happens before our eyes that it is the 
cffo:ct of something else and we call that something 
else the nuse, reali~ing at the same time that leYeral 
causes may have contributed to bring sbout one and 
the lame effect. On the other hand, we realiu that 
dfctts themselves may be the cause of ,ubt.cquent 

tvenU. 
When we find ourselves racc to nee with an event 

which we cannot possibly refer to any cause or series 
of causes, and which lies outside the range of al1 the 
causes that we are familiar with, then what happens? 
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Is it perfectly certain and necessary for human thought 
that for every event in every iMt2nce there must be 
a corresponding cause? Would the thought involve 
a logical contnodiction tbat in this or that C1Se the 
event has absolutely happened of it5c1f and has no 
causal relation wbat50CVcr to any other e,"cnt? Of 
counc the answer is in the negative; for it is very 
casy 10 fhi,,~ of an event as having no cxplan~tOl'J' 
cause whatlOeVcr. In such cases we speak of miracles 
and wonde" and magic. J\nd the simple fact that 
there ui!u a whole range of literature whose S(cnes 
are laid in wonderland is proof in itself that the 
concept of strict auulity is nOI an inherent necessity 
of human thought. Indeed the human mind finds lillie 
difficulty in thinking of everything In the world 15 
turning topsy-turvy. \Ve can say to our.;e!vn tlul 
to-morrow the sun may rise in the west, for a changr. 
\Ve can say to oursclves that a miracle of nature may 
occur, contrary to all Ihe known laW! of nature. We 
can think of the Niagara Fall l for instancr :l!I shooting 
upWlU'ds, though this would be impossible in the 
world of reality. I nn think of the door of my r()Olll 
in which I am now writing u opening of its own accord. 
And I C2l1 think of historinl personages as entering 
Ihe room and ,unding beside my tablr. In thr world 
of reality 10 talk of .uch eventl nu.y be mtllning1c:ss 
Ind we may call them impouible, al leasl in our 
everyday way of reasoning. BUI we must distinguish 
this kind of impossibility from a logical impossibility, 
.uch as thr idea of a "'luare circle or thaI the part of 
IOmething is greater than the whole, for no maU(f 

• 
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.. !u.t drorU we make to think luch things we cannot 
think them, inasmuch as they entail an inner contra
diction. We an think of a part and we an think of 
the ... hole to which II helonS' but we cannot think 
of the part as greater than the whole. This kind of 
impossibility is inherent in the nature of human 
thought itsell; whereas the idca of something happen
ing outside the range of causation is quite logically 
cohe~nt. 

Thus from the outset we can be quite clear about 
one very important fllct, namelr. that the validity of 
the law of causation for the world of reality is 11 question 
that cannot be decided on grounds of abstract reason
ing. But realit}, no matter what may be said to the 
(ontrary, is onlr 11 particular and small s.cction of that 
immense Iphere over which human thought an 
range. This is true even though our powers of imagina
tion have alwars to take their cue from lOme real 
Upcrience. I ndeed experience is for us the stuting
~nt of all thought; but we poneu the gift 01 going 
beyond realnr In (fiought. And were it not for this 
faculty of the Imagln:itlve intellect we should have 
no poetry and no music and no art. Indeed it is one 
0( the highest and most preciou. gifu that man pas
IQIC$, th is power of lifting himfClf in thought into 
tne realms of light wnenever the weight of everyday 
life prc$ses upon him and make. itfClf intolerable. 

The creations of art are similar to thotc of science 
al lnst to the extent that scientific research. in the 
strictest sense of the term, could nevel" advance w.ifhou! 
the Creative force of the imaginative mlellec!. The 

• 
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miUI who onnot occasionally Imagine e\'c:nts and 
conditions of existence that ITC contrary to the cauSll 
principle :as he know, it win "ever enrich his science 
by the addition of I. nc.,.. idea. And this power of 
thinking beyond the range of causation is a prcrcqu;,ite 
not only for the construction of hypothese! but also 
for the satisfactory co-ordination of r~ults that ru.ve 
been arrived at tbrough Icicnti!k research. !!J.~ the 
imaginative yjsion tbat putS forward a h~tbesis. 
Then comes experimental research to put the hypothesil 
to its test. The results immediatdy lrrived at tllrougb 
experiment bave to be co-«dinated 10 as to form the 
basis of a theory, in the hope of discovering the laW'! 
of nature underlying the phenomena that have been 
studied. This work again a11s the imaginative po'l<'tfl 
into play iUld further experiment puts the laws Ihlll 
constructed to their final critical tdt. 

To show how the tcientific mind muSI necessarily 
imagine alternative happenings that lie outside the 
actual range of causation, when it is seeking to estab
lish its conclusions, let us take a simple enmple from 
natural science u an illustration. Let us think of I 

ray of light coming to us from ~me distant stu. Or 
indeed we an think of it u coming from ~me neartt 
~I'(e, such as an electric lamp. But let us think d 
II as pusing through many traM parent media d 
diffCffnt nature ilnd difren:nt densities, such as W, 
glUl, water, etc., before it finally reaches the eye. 
What route will the light choose in coming from iu 
point of origin to the eye of the observer? Gcnel'101ly 
speaking, this will not be I stnight lint; because 
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.ben light fWses through onc medium after anOther 
its direction is Ixn! from the dire<:tion of the line of 
~try. We ne all funiliar with Ihis phenomenon in 
the cue of a stick put into Wll.fer. The line of light 
roming [rom the Slick to the c)"e is bent at the point 
rI emergence. And w the line of ltansminion for a 
bam of light coming from a distant source to thc eye 
ril be benl in each of the different lransparent media 
throIlgh whkh it pas!ll:S; so thaI its course will be 
zig-tag, :actording to the number and varying dc-nsi!ies 
of the media. Even in the almO!lpherc itscff the line 
rl.ich a ray of light follow5 is quite ilTegulu, bca.use 
the atmosphere possesses different powers of deflection 
It different heights. 

Now, can we get any formula which stales the 
ICtual rOUle which our imaginary ny of light follows? 
~Vc tan. The answer is very definite, It is contained 
In that remarkable law of nature according to which 
I ny of light leaving a distant s.ource will always 
choose, from the many alternative routes at its dis· 
pot.al, that route whkh will bring it to the eye of the 
obs.erver within the shortest time, allowing for the 
fiKI ,that the light has to past through the different 
media at different rates of speed, This is caBed the 
Printipie of Quickcst Arrival, And it hall been a very 
useful principle in scientific research, But it would 
hve no muning whatSQeYer were ';I;'e not in a pooaition 
t,o imagine Other alternative WI)"S through which the 
light might travel, though in reality it does not travel 
~Iong these WIYS and therefore they lTe cauul1y 
ImpoSSible, in the senH that light cannot actually 

-
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come by :any other route. All the altern:!.!i ... !: routa 
thaI we may imagine arc: possible only in the abstract 
realm of the brain. They arc imp05~iblc in the reality 
of nature. Ie is as if the light posSC!lscd a certain 
amount of intelligence and acted by the necessity u 
its own nature on the laudable principle of accom
plishing its mk in the quickest possible lime. There. 
fore it has not the opportunity to dally and try out 
:alternative waY'. for it has 10 decide at once on the 
quickest _yo 

\Ve have other similar cases in n"lural $denct 
IUch, for jnllancc, as virtual motions which do IlOl 
obey dynamicalla1ll'1 and thacfoTe In the cau,,1 5en5e 

are impossible. But all these (,,"cifu\ OOn51f1Jctioru 
play a very important role in lh~lical scienct. 
They are employed as vcry useful instruments Ii 
thought in the carrying out of reseuches otnd the 
construction of theories. Therefore they certainly do 
not involve any contradiction of the laws of thought 
itself. 

Once we have decided thu the law of causality i!; 

by no means a necessary element In the process rl 
human thought, we have made a mentiil c\nrance for 
the approach to the question of its V3lidity in the 
world of reality. Now in the lint place let us ask .... h1t 
is meant by the t~m, Causation? We might mean lIT 
it I. regular interrelation between dfects that fol»
one I.notheT in time. But we can 1.1 once ask whethCf 
this relation be founded in the nature of things them
selves, or is it totally, or partly, a product of the 
imaginative faculty 1 Might it not be that mankind 
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originally de,·elope.! this concept of OIuution to meet 
the nCU'S~ities of 111 pnuic.al life, but afterwudS found 
that if men were to confine themselves to an outlook 
a:dll$ivdy based on this principle life would then 
tll!1l Ollt to be unbearable? We need not delay here 
to discuss the varlOUI philO$Ophieal aspects of these 
questions. For our present purpose it is much more 
imPOrUnt to ask whether the causal connection 
between events must be considered as absolutely 
complete and always unbroken or are there events in 
the ImI'kI ,,'hKh do not enter the chain as connC'Cting

~nks? 
Let us lint ~ whether this question can be settled 

by a s)'$tematic application of deductive reasoning. 
As a muter of tau some of the most famous philoso
phen in the hi~tory of hum:an thought h:ave produced 
solutions of the causa! problem which were based on 
purely abstr:all grounds. They took their first 1tand 
on the axiom fit lIihil~ IIiflU fil, that nothing comes 
from nothing, in other words that no event in the 
world holds 'n Itself an adequ:ate cxpl:anation of its Q 
o ... n U,tlenle:-Re:lSomng b:ack from th is standpoirlt 
th.e phil0$0phen of wh:at i. generllily called the rlltion
llts! school est:ablished as a logical necessity the 
~i5tence of a Supreme Cause. This Supreme Cause 
" the God of AriJlotle and the scholastic philosophers. 
As a logicil consequence of the line of reasoning thu. 
adopted it was necess:ary to :attribute to thi. Godhead 
the possenion in their plenitude of all the perfections 
that are present in the world. If there be an actually 
~KiS!eht Supreme Cause outside of the world, who i. 
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the Cralor of the world and the CreatOt" of aU thi"81 
in the world, then nun C>lfI deduce the nalure of Ihil 
Supreme Cause only through a study of l-ils handi. 
work. From this one can easily ~ that the natur~ 

to be attributed to that Supreme Cause must nKe$sarily 
depend upon man', outlook on neated things, In 
other words the concept of the Divinit)· in this usc 
must tue its colour from the world outlook either of 
the individual philosopher in question or of the 
particular cultural background to which he belong'
In the attempt which the IChola5lici made to harmonlu 
the Jehovah of the Jewish culture with the rational 
God of Aristotle, emphui. was laid on rhe f1Ct thll 

there is no logical contndiction whatsoner in the 
idea of the Crealtor interposing his hand suddenly 
within the order of Hi. own creation, and thus 1ft 

have belief in miradCl and wonders established on 
a philosophical basis. Therefore in the philosophy of 
the historic rationalist IChool, though the order of 
nature is admitted as inevitably predetermined by 
the Supreme Cause, yet the causal chain in the world 
itt.Clf may at any time be interrupted by the inteI'Ve!>' 
tion of a supernatural power. 

We pus now from the GrecQo-lCholastic to \bE 
modern philosophical concept of the world. R~nl 
Descartes is generally conlidered to be the fatha d 
modern philosophy. According 10 Descartes, Geld 
made all the la\\" of nature and all the laws that gO\'CfII 
the human spirit by an act of His own free will :and 
for purposCi which are 10 recondite thai hum ... 
thought is unable to penetrate to their full meaning . 

• 
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Therefore in Cartesian philosophy the possibililY 9f 

mil'1lClcs is by no metns excluded. Mortayer, the 
1ogiCJ.l consequence of the inscrutability of God'. 
design in the world is that we must admit che possi
bility of events Ihe underslanding of which lies 
cnli~ly outside of the range of the humln intellect. 
These rna)' be called mnteries ",ther than miracles 
in the !Kholutic sen~ of the latter term. In other 
words, as our minds are not capable of encompassing 
the In', which guide the uniyerst we must be content 
to treat certain happenings a5 beyond all our power 
of explanation and referable only to che mysterious 
.,.)" of Divine Providence. For the purpose of science 
this means that practically we must admit the uislence 

ofbreaks in the cau'1I1 chain. 
In contradistinction 10 the Cartesiln Divinity, the 

God of Baruch Spinou i. a God of harmony and 
order, wnMe nature 10 in terpenetratCS all creation 
that the universal causal relation is itself divine and 

therefore ablOlutely perfect and permicting of no \ 
exceptions. In Spinou'. view of the world. there i. 
no room for Kdoim or miracle. That i. to 1jI)'. the 
causal interrelation is absolutely unb~~. 

I lle nut grell name d;lt comes intO view, when 
looking over the various world philosophies which 
"ere founded on a rationalistic basis, is that ofGottfricd 
Wilhelm Leibnil:, According to I".eibnil: the I''Orld 
11':1.1 made in fulfilment of a plan corresponding to the 
lupreme wisdom of the Creator. In evtry crFatcd 
thin God implaTlled the law of its own individual 
being, so t 11 eae ing in the war '5 tndepen~n t 

\ 
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of and develops ind~ndently of all other thing!., 
following only the law of us own indi,'idual desu"y. 
TherefOl"e, according to Leibniz, the causal mttt. 
reladon between one th in(::" and another is only 
.pparent. Thi, means thaI \H~ must exclude the 
principle of causation. 

\\'e may conclude, I think, from thc'!: few eumpln 
that the philosophical theories _rationally dedU(\'d 
from abstne! pnncl£lei, as rcg:uds the place of thc 
u!l5al-Rrinciple in t~e ":Orld, are almost as numCTOlll 
as the philO$ophen themscl\le5, It is obvious 1l1li 
~IS 1'Mi! we e.n md:e no progrns toonrds I 

SOlution of the genenl problem. 
Now we come to • break in the philosophial 

tmition. Wh3te-'er may be said :lpin.t the Englith 
empiricist school :lnd ill sol!f'5ist' conscquences, It 
least it made I brnk wllh the na'i\'c conceits of the 
tnditional ntion:lli,t K hool and opened up thc ""'1 
to the development of a philD!lophical outlook which 
is more in ha.rmony with the scientific vicw of the 
world, The outS12ndin characteris tic in thc te.tching 
of the English empiriC:!. K 00 15 t :It 'there is n2..!IICA 
thing as CCTtain knowledge or innate ideas, such :IS 

were presuliied bY some 01 die e:lrlier ruional~ 
philosophers. The human mind as it comes intO !hi: 
world is an absolute blank, on which scnse-ghu 
impussions are automatically recorded Without lilY 
action on the part of the mind iudf. 

k..hn Locke was the founder of this schooL ~r 
represent! the rirst sy.tematic Ittempt 10 estimate !~ 

, SoIipoio ... io tho '''-1 ,I», tho .... IT ~ being it '"1"l!, 
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I critical way the certainty and adequacy of human 
kno'll'ltdge when confronted with the universe around 
it. According to Locke all ideas ultimatcly depend on 
aperience and by experience Locke mean, the sensory 
perceptions of the five senses. Beyond these five senses 
there is only the reflective consciousness, which is 
not I sense, as having nothing to do with objects, but 
15 Locke says "It may properly enough be called an 
internll sensc." What we feel to be warm or cold or 
b.ard or soft and what we ilCC to be red or blue, thai 
we know; and no other special definition of it is 
necessary or indeed possible. One often haN of I 
tklU$ion of the senses, as may happen in the c:uc of 
I minge, for ln~tance. This however does not imply 
that the scn!.ation luelf is mistaken, but rathCT that 
the conclusions which we draw from the tensory 
perception 1Te incorre<: t. What deceives U$ il not the 
pmertive lense but the Tltiona1n.mg intellect. 

Sensory perception is something entirely subjective 
Ind Iherefore from this we cannot deduce the exillence 
of the object. Creen is not a propcrt'y of the leaf but 
I sensation which we experience on looking at the 
leaf. And so It is with the other senses. Remove the 
sense-impressions and nothing of the object will 
remain. John Locke teems to have thought that the 
sense of touch plaY' a more important r61e than the 
other senses, because it is through this tense that we 
perceive the mechanical qualities of bodies luch as 
thickness, extension, form and movement, and Locke 
$etms to attribute these qualities to something in the 
bodies themselves. But the later empiricisu, especi~lIy 

Q 
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David Hume, held that aU mechanical qualities 0( 

bodies existed only in the sensa of the pernivillB 
subject. 

In the light of this theory the IO-Called outer world 
resolves itself into I complu of sense-impressions 
and the principle of causation signifies nothing more 
than a certain order experienced in the sequence of 
one scnsuion after another. The idea of order is itself 
a sense.impression which mU51 be taken as something 
immediuely given and which don not permit of 
further analysis, for that order may come to an end 
at any moment. Therefore there is no cauution. One 
thing is ob$erved to follow another but ObseTV:lt!OII 

cannot assert that it i, "caused" by that other thing. 
If a rapidly moving billiard-ball strikes :against 

another and stU the latter in motion we experience 
two independent lense.impressions, one after the 
other: namely the sensory perception of the moving 
biI1iard· bal1 and the stn$Ory perception of the one set 
in motion by it. If we stand beside the billiard·table 
as the play goes on thCK observations are repeated 
and we can register a certain regularity between the 
impressions. For instance, we can perceive that the 
velocity of the second billiard.ball depends upon the 
velocity and mall of the billiard--ball that strikes it. 
We can discover also a further order between these 
t1l'O phenomena. \\'e can, for instance, me;lsure the 
noise of the impact by itl force and we can detcet the 
momentary flattening on each ball at the point of 
contact with the other ball if we smear one of the balls 
with some coloured material. All these however are 
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only so many scnsc-perceptions which accompany one 
tIIother regularly or displace one another regularly. 
But they arc such that there is no logicil conne<:ting-
6nk bttwecn the onc and the olher. If we ,pal!; of 
the fUrt which the moving billiard-ball aerciscs on 
the one that is at rest, thi, i, only an analogy concept 
which ariscs through the muscular sensation which 
we feel If we ours.elves move the ball that is at rest 
with the naked hand rather than through the medium 
ti the moving billiard-ball. The concept of force has 
been very useful for the formulation of the laws of 
IIIOtion, but from the viewpoint of knowledge it hdp' 
I>Othing whatsoever. And Ihis is because we have no 
"y of joining u],. through a causal bond or a logical 
bridgc, the different phenomena of motion that we 
lu.ve apcrieneed. The individU201 sense_impressions 
are different and will remain differen t, no matter what 
relation, between them may be: perceived. 

Here the meaning of the princillie of ,ausation, 
Ulen fundamentally, lies simply in the statement 
thll from the same or similar JCn!lOry complexcs al 
tlU$( the ume or simdar sensory complacs will 
follow a, an effect; but herein the qucstion as to what 
may bel looked upon as . imilar will on each occasion 
demand .pccial proof. Formulated in this way, the 
principle of camalion i, deprived of all deeper meaning. 
But thi, of course does not mean that the law of 
tluulion has no practical .ignificance for the human 
rtason. All it mean. i. that the postulate of causatiOn 
doc. nOt furnish us with the grounds of any cerlain 
knowledge. 
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How then un the facE be explained that in commoa 
everyday life "'e take the causal relation of things IS 

something objective and independtnt? How C:ltl this 
be if in reality we experience nothing more Ihlll 
orderly succession of individual senS('-perccplio~l! 

The teaching of empiri",1 Kepticism answcrs that thil 
happcns through the enormous utility of the causal 
concept and through the force of habit. Habit ccrtainlJ 
plays an important part in life. hom childhood on· 
w-ards it influences our temperament, our wills and 
our thought. We think we understand II. thIng mertly 
because we have become lCcu'tomro to looking at it 
The first lime that something new $trikes us we fed 
surprised; but if the .ame thing happens for the 
tenth time "'e lind it quite a natural happening. If it 
should happen • hundred times we say that it il 
obvious and we evtn go the I~ngth of looking upon 
it as a matter of ne<:essi ty. Over one hundred ya!1 
ago or fiO mankind in genenl was acquainted with no 
other locomotive force except the muscular force of 
man and btut. As a consequence, no other form of 
force was considered pohiblc. The pressure of tht 
air and falling water was re<:ognized and applied to 

mtth2nical purJlO'C'. But hac the force itself 1I"2S 

Uationary and not locomotive in the arbitrary SCOSI'. 

Only men and animllt by their muscular effort ~ld 
move at will from one place to another. A story is told 
that when the first railwaY' were secn running through 
the countryside the peasants betted with one another 
as to how many horses wcre concealed in the engine_ 
\Vith sturn and electric motors everywhere our youth 
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cito-day cannot tasil~' under;und the mtnulity of the 
pezant of one hundred )'can ago who felt the necessity 
ci ~ttri buting locomotive tnn'port exclu,ively to a 

D~tunl horse rower. 
So far the sceptic, arc right in saying that it is by 

force of habit and cu~tom that we attribute certain 
h~ppenings to certain cauSe!, But at the "me time 
this force of habit cannot explain why we should mlke 
the attribution at all. [n Frit2. Reuter', story Rej'} Nills 
BrUiIn, the pc"l~ants undoubtedly made a ludicrous 
misuke in sUPPO~1n~ that there were hones concealed 
iD the Sleam engine, just as the ancient Grcdt peasant 
nude a mistake in auributing the thunder to the 
penonal anger of Zeus. SUI thi5 is not the point 
bcrc. The point ntha is 10 answer the question why 
these events should be attributed to a cause at .11 and 
bow it is tim the concept of causation itself arises 
when we ste one event following another. The mere 
regular succC5sion of impressions does not explain this. 

If "" go a little d~epc! into the considention of the 
ePleiridst Ihrory and ask where it would Jinallt lead 
us .... ae ~e .!O punue it to_ its_logical consequelltcs 
we shal1 thus Dc putti.lIg it to a prac~ical ~t. In the 
6rst place we must bear in milia the fact that when 
thn-c is question of I-/!'nsory perception as the sole and 
ccclusive source of knowledge, then there can be 
q~tion only of c-ach one', penonal sensory percep
tion in c-ach one', own consciousnes'. That other men 
have similar perceptions we can assume only by 
iUlalogy; but, on the empiricist theory, we cannot 
know this nor can we logically prove it. Therefore if 
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'IIOe arc to abide by the logial consequences of the 
empirical doctrine and acJude all arbitrary assumption, 
we must confine oursdvcs, each one of us. to the 
grounds of his or her own ptr$Onal scMe-perccptiollS. 
Then the principle of causation is only a framework 
for our experiences, connecting them with One another 
as they enter through the lensel and, being entirel,. 
unable to tell us anything of what is to come nul', it 
cannot tell us whether the sequence of our experiences 
may not be broken in a moment. This condition of 
affairs would seem to obliterate every line of di~tinction 
between the senSOl'j' perceptions arising from the 
world of ordinary happenings and those that have no 
foundation 'IlItuC$OCVer in that world. Take the cue 
of sleep for instance. I may dream all sort! of thin~ 
during the night; but the moment I "':Ike up the 
reality of my surroundings gives the lie 10 the dram. 
The empiricist however Clnnot logically admi t that. 
For him then is no waking reality: because the 
subjective sensation is the JOle JOurce of awareness in 
consciousness and is the sole basis and criterion of 
knowledge. Now the dreamer during the drC'llll 
believes automatically in its rea lity Ind, according to 
the empiricists, the widelWJ,ke penon believes autO
matically in the reality of his sense-perceptions; but 
has no more rcaSQlI than the dreamer has for Slying 
that one set of perceptions il false and the other truc· 

On the grounds of pure logic of course this system 
of thought, which is commonly called solipsism, is 
impregnable. The solipsist establishes his ego at the 
centre of creation. and he docs not consider any 
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kz,o'll'ledge IS real or sound except that which he for 
the moment is receiving through hi! sensory percep
tion. Everything else is deriva.tive and secondary. 
When the solipsIJt goes to sleep at night the world 
ceases to exist for him the moment his eyes and can 
lnd sense of smell and touch become inactive. On 
rising in the morning everything is new to him again. 
Here of course 1 am only imagining what a human 
being would be if he were a logical consequence of the 
tmpirical teaching. 

AU this of course amounts to a repudiation of 
common sense; 10 much 10 that even the most advanced 
S(tptics of this "hool find themselves constll\tlr 
compromiSing between the claims of common sense 
and. the purely logical conclusions of their own 
philosophic I),tem. In this connection it i. interesting 
to call attention for a moment to the figure of one of 
the most ountanding penonalities in the subjectivist 
$Chaol, namely Bishop Berkeley. As a student Berkeley 
studied Locke. But he was of a very deep religious 
nature and launched a strong criticism againlt Locke's 
pbilosophy because of its scepticism. For Berkeley 
all thing. exist only in the mind and the external 
WOrld can be accounted for only by taying that it 
aDti in the mind of God. He arrives at the exittence 
of God in this way: There ue in our own consciousncs. 
impression. which are independent of our own will. 
llId SOmetimes exist even tontnry to our withes. 
For these impressions we must seek a cause eltcwhere 
thlll in ounelves and 10 Berkeley is led to establish 
the Uistence of God by pnctically the pme line of 
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reasoning as the "tionalist achool. For him, howe\'cr, 
mind and mind alone exist5--the Divine Mind and 
the human mind. The world of reality as we pen:cive 
il exists only in our O1I'n mind. Therefore with Berkeley 
we have no right to talk about a tausal intem:lation 
between things in the outer world of reality. 

To sum up, empiridsm is unasnibble on the 
fundamental ground of a pure logic; and its conclusionl 
are equally impregnable. But if we look at it pun:1y" 
from the viewpoint of knowledge it leads into a blind 
alley, which is tall~ solips ism. In order to escapt 
from this j"".SJt there il no other Wlly open but to 
jump the wall at lOme part of it, and preferably at tM 
beginning. This can be done only by introducing, 
once and for all, a metaphyskal hypothesis which IllS 
nothing to do with the immediate experience of sen$(' 
perceptions or the conclusions logiolly dn.wn from 
them. 

Immanuel Kant, the founder of the critical sc hoo~ 
was the first to recognize this truth clearly and to 
point out the way in which the mctaph)'siol step mUll 
be taken. According to Kant, the sensc-impression! 
in our consciousness Irc not the only source of knoY
ledge. The mind has certain concenl$ thai arc i,ndtp 

..... dcnt of all exJ'CDcnce. These are the so-<:alled utt
ganes; and in the phiiOIOphy of Kant they are I 

~ condition of all knowledge. Kant concluded 
that . It is one of the 
I ." on the contr/.ry' 
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is n«eSSary to make orderly experience iuelf pouibk. 
Kant formulated the principle of cauplity in this 
1I'1y: "Everything that happens presupposes $Omething 
from which it follows according to a la .... Kant hdd 
that this postulate is independent of all experience. 
But Kant's proposition cannot be statM by Hying 
thn everything which regularly follow. something 
else has a causal relation to that thing. For instance, 
there scarcely can be a more regular luccession than 
that of night following day; but nobody would usert 
thaI the day is the C2use of the night. Succ:c:uion 
therc:fore is not of itself, u with the empiricist$, the 
same u a caupl relation. In the enmple given, 
rwncly that of day and night, we have two effects 
.hich follow from the same cause. This C2UK is two
fold. It consists on the one hand of the earth'. rotation 
on its nis and, on the other lu.nd, of the faet that the 
earth is opaque to the sun's "'Y'. 

In the Kanlian system therefore the univel1lal 
validity of the principle of causation is asserted. At the 
same time, however, it cannot be denied that Kant'. 
teaching, though useful and conclusive in II10It of iu 
resulu, il to a certain extent arbitrary on atcount of 
its .trong dogmatic attitude. This is the reason why 
it became the subject of $0 much direct attack .nd has 
been Iltered somcwl\2.t with the coune of time. 

We nted not trouble ourselves here with I detailed 
description of the development of the philotOphical 
side of the C2upl problem since the time of Kant. It 
will be sufficient to point out the main features of this 
development. The strongest opposition 10 the Kanlian 
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doc;trine C':I.me from tM: .ide of thOK philosophers wt.o 
maintained that it w~nt too far into the metaphysical 
field. Now it is pct"fwly true of course that we C:lIInOl 
avoid metaphysk:. if we are to lave ourselves from 
falling into the deadlock of IOlipsism; but, on the 
other hand, in so far as any system attempts to avoid 
the metaphysical extreme on the one side and the 
solipsist ext~me on the other, it must be somewhat 
in the nature of a compromise with logic and therefore 
will p~nt certain wm features. It is quite possible, 
however, to construct:l system on thi, basis of comp~ 
mise wherein the weaker features can be sufficiently 
strengthened for aU practical purposes. 

Kant', teaching, and .·ith it the whole of transcen
den tal phi losophy from idealism to extrc:memat~rialism, 
is from the outset based on admittedly metaphysical 
grounds. In cont nr.distinction to this, the positivist 
.)"tem, founded by Auguste Comte, has maintained 
itselfas free as possible in its various shapes and forms 
from metaphysical influences. It achieves tbis end by 
making the experience of our own consciousness the 
only legitimate source of knowledge. According to the 
positivist teaching, causality is not founded in the 
na ture of things themselves but is, to put it briefly, 
an experience of the human mind. It plays an imporWlt 
r61e principally because it has proved itself fruitful 
and useful. Thul the law of C'l.usality is the applicatiOll 
of this experience. Because we can alw:ays es:aclly 
know what we ou rselves have discovered by OUl" own 
es:perience, the meaning of the causal concept is quite 
clear to us. But at t he lame time the possibility remains 

• 
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thac there may be uses to which our discovery is not 
applicable and which thaefore contradict the law of 
c:a~tion. Whereas Kant ceaches that knowledge 
without cau$ality is impossible from the very outset. 
bec3UK the category of the cau$al concept was already 
in the human mind previous co any eIperience, the 
positivist standpoint is that the crea-th·e mind of man 
hu fashioned the causal concept for its own conveni
eMe. Therefore it is not a primal, inborn quality in 
the mind. "Man is the measure of all things." $aid 
Protagoras long ago. \Ve can twist and turn :LS we will 
but we can never get out of our own skiM. And what
ever tangent we may fly off It inlo the rea-1m of the 
absolute we are always rea-lly moving around within 
our own orbit, which has been praCTibed for us by 
the range of experience perceived in our own consciou!J
ness. To 1 (er!:Lin extent it is not possible to gainsay 
this positivist attitude, though from the standpoint of 
transcendent11 philosophy there arc many objections 
to il. And so argument and counter_argument follow 
one another in an endless interchange. For us the 
ibfOl/t",tllf of the story is the confirmation of our 
previous convittion, namely. that the nature and 
tmiv"",l validity of the lAw of Causation cannot be 
definitely decided upon 1ny grounds of purely abstract 
reasoning. The transcendental and posilivist view-

are irreconcilable and they will remain so as 

IS the 
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philosophy, afeer all, il only one branch of humlll 
aceivity in the study of problems effecting nature and 
mankind. Science is another branch. And when 
philosophy has failtd in a given instance \\"e are 
perfecdy jusci6td in turning to science and asking 
wheeher ie may not have a ntisfaceory answer to 
luggest. 

Now, let us 6rse a,k whether the various branches 
of science are dividtd against one anoeher on this 
question of causaeion, just as philosophy is divided! 
Ae the very threshold of this inquiry ie may be objeceed 
that a problem which fall' within the scope of philOlO
phy and which philosophy fails to solve cannot pouibly 
be solved wiehin ehe limitl of a lingle science. This 
objection i. urged on the grounds that philosophy 
furnishes the mental foundations on which scientilic 
investigation rests. Philosophy must prectde every 
special science and we should be going again$! the 
grain of our whole mental discipline if one of the 
. pecial sciences were to take up the treatment of genr",l 
philosophic questions. 

That argument is very often urged. But in my 
opinion the weakness of it il that it leaves out of 
consideration the collaboration which actually exists 
between philosophy and the various special sciences. 
We must remember that the starting-point of .ll 
invcstigation and the mental equipment used in the 
pursuit of it are fundamentally the same in the cue 
of philosophy as in the case of science. The philosopher 
does not operate with a kind of human understanding 
that is specbl to himself. The structure of thought 
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which he builds up is not hued on any other foundation 
m:~t that of his daily experience and the opinions 
which he hl$ formed during the coune: of hi. profes
lional studies. The$t latter must largely corretpond to 
his individual talents and the background of his 
JlCr10nal philosophical development. In a certain sense 
the philosopher is in a much higher position than the 
scientific .petialist, because the latter confines observa
tion and research to a much narrower range of facti 
that are Iystematically assembled and call for a deep 
IlDd concentrated kind of probing. Theufon: the 
philosopher has a better outlook on general relationl 
which do not immediatdy interest the scientific 
specialist and which may easily pass unoblerved by 
the \auer. 

The difference between the out look and work of 
these two typt' of investigation may be compared to 
the use of two travellers who visit the .ame district 
together. The fir" traveHer, let us lay, is interested 
in the general features of the landscape, the undul:ltionl 
of hill and valley, and the varying patterns of forest 
and meadowland. The second tfllveller is interested 
only in the Aora and huna or possibly only in the 
minenl products of the region. Hi. eyes au watching 
for particular lpecimens of the former, or he may 
Klcct various patches of ground for scientifiC enmil'll
rion in the hope of dit£overing the presence of minel'lll 
wealth beneath. Now the first traveller cerl2inly 
:u:quires a better knowledge of the landscape as a 
whole and can contrast it with other landKapes. 
From a general view he may conclude in a general 
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..ny as to the mineraJ qualities of the soil and the kind 
of v~ctation or animal life that ch:lr2Ctenlt i.; but 
his deductions would be quite general and will depend 
for verification and tlarity of statement on the opinion 
supplied to him by his companion. Therefore the worlt 
of the one is complementary to the work of the other; 
and there may be innumerable instances wherein the 
work of the second traveller will he absolutdy necessary 
to the solution of problems which have baffled the 
man with the morc general outlook. 

This compari$On, like every other comparison, it 
not fully adequate to the ';Iuatlon. Hut at ltut il 
brings out this point, namely, that in the case of I 

definite problem whkh philotOphy recognizes as funda
mental and the final solution of which is the business 
of philosophy alone, where philowphy cannot come 
to a decisive formulati on by the usc of its own method, 
it must seek information from the special branches of 
science in rCg1.rd to part icular feat ures of the problem 
at issue. Now if the anS"'cr here turncd out to be 
definite and final thcn it must De treated as such. It 
is a characl<'riMic mark of every true science that the 
general and objective knowlaige which it arrivt'S II 
has a universal V2lidity. Therefore the definite results 
which it obtains demand an unqualified acknowledg
ment and mUSI ahl70)'l hold good. The progrenil'C 
dilCoveries of lCience are definite and unnot perman-
ently be ignored. 

This is shown very clearly in the development of 
natural science. By means of wireless telegraphy "'·c 
un now send whatever news we wish to the mOSI 
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dimnt pam of the carth within the infinitesimal 
frat:tion of a second. Modern man can lift himself into 
me UT in an aeroplane and Innsport himself f!'(lm one 
part of Ihe globe to the other, over valley and mountain 
and lake and ocean. 8y means of X-l'lIys he can pry 
into the s«ret activities and inner functions of living 
organisms and can discover the location of individual 
atoms in the crystal. Thi, obj«tive achievement which 
science has accomplished, In collabol'lltion with the 
technique that it has fertilized, has th!'(lwn into the 
$lw:Ie lOme of the greatest discoveries of the philoso
phen of pa$l times and made a laughing-slock of the 
crude aru of the magician. 

Were anybody 10 close his eyes to such t1J\gible 
results and talk about the collapse: of science people in 
general would not think of taking the t!'(luble to refute 
him. There is no need whauocver to bring forward 
any dabor-Ite proof of the contribution to the ldvance
ment of knowledge which science has to its credit. 
h i, sufficient merely to point to the events that are 
~~e everybody's eyes. One has only to look up when 
$lttlng in one's garden and call attention to the drone 
of the aeroplane 01' to !Urn on II. switch in one's lIudy 
and bid the sceptic listen to voices that are coming 
from a distance of thousand, of mites. The worth of 
any human endeavour is and always mull be the 
l'C$uhs which it has obtained. 

Now let us relurn to the particular problem that we 
ll'e dealing with and leI us admit for the moment t~e 
competence and reliability of the scientific method In 

the treatment of it. ut us ask how does science, in 
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each of i ts dilferent branches, actually regard the 
problem of caunt;on. Here it mU$( be remembered 
thai I am ulking of Ipc:cialiud science as such and !lOt 

of the philosophical or epistemological foundations on 
which it works. Does science as I maner of fact occupy 
itself eIdusively with data immediately given br 
sensory impressions and their systematic organiution 
according to laws of reason ~ Or does it at the vtry 
outset of its activities reach out beyond the knowledge 
given us by thi ll immediate lOurce and make, :u it 
were, a jump into the melllophysical sphere? 

I do not think thai there an be any doubt whalsot'\'n 
:u to the answer. The first ahernative is ruled out and 
Ihe second affirmed in the case of each special science.. 
Indeed it may be said that every individual science KlS 

about its task by the eJ:plicit renunci.uion of the ego
centric and anthropocentric Itandpoint. In the (arlier 
,t-Sell of human thm!ght mankind turned its atten tion 
~tlrdusively to the impressTons received the 
senses, and 

, 
thought that they were animated beings like himself 
and he divided them into two cbs$c:$, the one friendly 
and the other inimical. He divided the plant world 
into the C2ugories of poilOnous and non-poisonous. 
H e divided the animal worla mto the categories of 
dangerous and harmless. As long as -he remained 
bound within the limi" of this method of trating his 
environment it was imp05Sible for him to make any 
apprO:llch towards rt';l;] scientifie knowledge. Hi, first 
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ad'Ute in this knowledge wu atalmplished onlufler 
he had taken I~ of his own immediate interett, and 
batlished them from his thous;ht. At a later stage he 
I~ed in abandoniee idea that the planet 
whereon he livu is the central point of the univcnc. 
Then be took up the more modest position 01 keeping 
IS fat IS pos5ible in the background, so a5 not to 
intrude his own idiosyncrasies and personal ideas 
between himsdf and his observations of natutal 
phenomena. Ie ~'U only at this st:age that the outer 
world of nature began to unveil itl mystery to him, 
and at the same time to furnish him with means which 
he was able to press into his own service and which 
be could ncver have dis.covcred if he had continued 
looking for tht'm with the candlelight of hit 01ll'n ) 
rgIXentric internlS. The f science is In 
excellent illustration of the truth of the ox that 
DUn must lose his sou fore he can find It. e forces 
o nature, such as e ectrlclty or Insbtnce, were not 
discovered by men who .tarted out with the set purpose 
of adapting them for utilitarian purposes. Scientific 
dillCOvery and scientific knowledge have been achicved 
only by thoae who have gone in pursuit of it without 
any pnctical purpose whatsoever in view. The few 
examples that I have mentioned make this abundantly 
dear. Heinrich Hera., for instance, ncver dreamt that 
hi, discoveries would have been developed by Marconi 
and finally evolved into a system of wireles. telegnphy. 
And Roentgen could never have called up • vision of 
the immense nnge of beneficial purposc1 to which the 
X-n}'1 arc applied to-day. 

Q 
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1 have said that the lint step which every spccialiud 
branch of science tues consists of .1 jump into th~ 

region of mctaph)·sics. In t1king this jump the scientilt 
has confidence in the supporting quality of the ground 
whercon he lands, though no s)'$tem of .1b$tn.Ct 
reasoning could have previously assured him of that. 
In other words, the fundamentlll . I and indil
pc:nsahle postulates of every 

:ue not based the 
, I 

" 
I consciousness we 

know that this world nists. And that consciousncst 
may to a certain degree be called a special sense. And 
one may go even so far as to Illy that the existence of 
the nterior world strikes the consciousness of each 
individual in some particular way. It is as if we looked 
at some distant object through a pair of glasses and as 
if each one were wearing glasses of a slightly different 
shade of colour. And we must take this into account 
when we deal scientifically with natural phenomena. 
The fint and most importllnt quality of all scicnti6c 
ways of thinking must be the clear distinction between 
the outer objcc:t of ~tion and the subjcc:tive 
nature of the observer. 

Once the scientist !u.s begun by taking his leap into 
the tn.nsccndenb.l he never discu$!-cs the leap itself 
nor worries about it. If he did Kience could nO! 
advance so n.pidly. And anyhow-which is funda
mentally a considen.tion of no less importance-thiS 
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lint of conduct cannot be refuted as inconsIstent on 
Illy Ioginl grounds. 

Of course there is the positivist theory dllt man is 
the measure 01 al! things. And that theory is irrefutable 
in so far as nobody can object on logical grounds to 
lhe Iction of a person who measures all things with a 
humIn rule, and rcsolv~ the whole of creation ulti
mately into a comrie. of sensory pntcptions. But there 
IS another m"-,ure also, which is more important for 
cmain problems and which is independent of the 
particubr method and nature of the measuring intellcct. 
This measure is idenlical with the ,II"'l itself. Of 
COUrse it is not an Immediate datum of perception. 
But science sets out confidently on the endeavour 
~nally to know the lhilfl in itself, and even lhough we 
rcalize Ihat this ideal goal can never be completely 
rcached, still we struggle on to\\'aros it untiringly. 
And we know that at every Itep of the InY ClIch effort 
will be riChly re\\'arded. The history of science is at 
hand to confirm our faith in this truth. 

Having once assumed the existence of an indepen-
dent world, i l!r.."'""'~ .h, 

, 
. natur.ll phenomena science 
Investigates and how far the law of causal rdation 
is applicable to the various happenings in the world 
of natun: and in the realm of the human spirit. Sciencc 
finds itself here exactly on the lJalI1e footing which 
Kant took as the sta"ing-point of his theory of know
ledge. As in the case of K'nt;an philosophy, fO also 

5c"f /U.L .... <~ .. ,....." t"k p' .... "'~ d 
.J. h Ao .,.. c.D"u-,.,t ~h~ 

CA \.\.0 'd atl' CLf' t-'In 
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in the C<lK of t;lch special branch of science the ClUuJ 

concept is accepted at the outset as belonging to those 
categories without which no progress in kno .. ·I«Ige 
can be made. But we must make a certain dinercntiation 
here. Kant took nOI muely the concept of CluSlhty 
but also to a certain degru the meaning of the cau5al 
law itulf as an immediatc datum of knowledge and 
therefore universally valid. Specializ:ed science cannot 
go thus far. It must rather confine itsclf to the question 
:II to what significance lhe law of aur.alil)· can be 
proved to have in each individual ca$C, and thus through 
research give pr:llctical meaning and value to the empty 
framework of the causal concept. 
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CAUSATIOS AND FREE WILL 

TII[ AI'SYo'U or $CIlS C I 

WE now t.ome to u k whether and how far science 
can help U$ out of the obscure wood wherein 

philosophy has lost Its way. Whal il the rractical 
Iltitude adol'ted by the special Kiences In reg,rd to 
the universal Ind in\'uiable validity of the 1110' of 
cauution 1 Don '(lence in its everyday invtflig'tion, 
ICCept the rnn(iple of clus.ation as an indi.pens.able 
postulue 1 Does it .ct upon the ulumplion that 
tbere are no loophole$ in the causally governed order 
Gf nature? Or, Yohlle U5ing the principle as a .orking 
hypothesi" d(){'5 scientIfic practice intimate that there 
Irc certain happening. in nature where the law of 
(au,sation doci not function, and that there are 
regIOns in the mental sphere where the causal writ 
docs not run ~ I n our endeavour !O find a definite 
a~swer to those question. we shall have to put them 
lIngly to nch of the $evertl branches of ' peciali1cd 
lCience. In doing this of coune we ,hall have to be 
to,ntent with quite a summary crou-aamination. 
" .hat has physical science to lIy to our problem? 
"hat has the .cience of biology to an.wer? And .... hat 
n.ve the humani. t sciences, such 'ilS psychology Ind 

history, 10 sty I 
Let UI begin with the most exact of the natural 

sciences, namely. physics. In clanical dynamics, 
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among which we must include not only me<:hanics 
and the theory of gravitation but also the Muwell_ 
lorentz view of electrodynamics, the law of causality 
has been given a formulation which for e:nctitude 
and strictness may be considered almost as ideal, evcn 
though it may be somewhat one-sided. It is expreucd 
in a system of mathematical equations through which 
all hap~nings in Iny given physical picture can be 
absolutely predicted if the time and space condition, 
are known-that is to ny, if the initial state be known 
and the fnHuences which arc brought to bear upon 
the picture from outside. To put the matter in a more 
concrete war: according to the law of causation as 
ezpressed in the equations of classical dynamics, ... e 
can tell where a moving particle or system of particll'$ 
may be located at any given future moment if we kno", 
their location and velocity now and the condition, 
under which the motion take. place. In this way ;1 
was made possible for clas.icat dynamics to reckon 
beforehand all natural processes in their individual 
behaviour and thus to predict the effect from the 
cause. The last signifinnt adwnce which classical 
dynamics achieved in our day came about through 
the .genea,! relatiyilJ theory of Einstein. This theory 
wc1ded t ether Newtonian ravitation and' 's 
I .. of inertia. era attempts have been made 

re<:ently to show that the relativity theory corroborateS 
the positivist attitude and in I certain sense is in
compatible with ta,nscendental philosophy. These 
attempts arc entirely mistaken. For the foundation of 
the relativi theory il not based on the rule that all 
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time and space 

the observer. 
lies in the fact 

which 

of 

,yuem, has the self-tamc valuc, and it therefore i. of 
I transcendental character entirel independent of ~ 
arblt~ Iction of the human will. 
LiitQ-lhis harmonized system of clusical·relltivis! 

pb,.,ics, however, the quantum hypothesi. hIS recently 
introduced a ceruin disturbance, and one cannot yet 
definitely say what influence the subsequent devdo~ 
ment of the hypothesis may have on the formulation 
of fundamenul physical laWl, Some cssential modi
fication seems to be inevitable; butllirml), believe"in 
COmpany with m05t physici,ts, that the_ q~tum 

hypothesis will eventually find itl en<;.t exprcssion 
in certain equauon. which will be ~mor~t fOQ"u
lit ion of the Taw of causa),!)'. 

Besides dynamical laws applied to individull castS, 
physical science recognil.CS other laws alto, wh.ich 
Ire called I\atiltical. These latter aprcs. 10 I f:llrly 
ICcunte degree the probability of certain hap~ninr 
OCCurring Ind therefore they allow for exceptions In 

particular CIKS. A classical enmple of thi, is the 
COnduction of heat. If twO bodies of different tem
perature. be brought into contact with one anot~cr 
then, according to the twO laws of thermodynamlo, 
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the heat energy will ahny. pass from the warmtt to 
the cooler body. We know fOoda)" from experiment 
that th i, law is only a probability; beuu~c, espttia!ly 
when the difference of temJXr:Uurcs between two 
bodies is exceptionally fmall , it may well happen thai 
at one or other particular point of contact and at one 
particular momen! of lIme the conduction of heat 
will take place in the opposi te direcl!on-th:u is to 
say, from the cooler to the warmcr body. The Sttond 
law of thermodynamical, as in the case of all sutistical 
laws, has In cnel significance only for average Vlllues 
arising from a g reat number of similar happenings and 
nOI for tad! happening itself. If we arc to consider 
the individual happening we can speak only of a 
definite measure of probability. The case hC71: it 
quile similar to the u se of a non-symmetrical cube 
used in playing with diee. Let us suppose that the 
centre of gravity of the cube is not at the centre of 
the body but lies definitely towards one of the sides, 
then it is likely though by no means certain that when 
the cube is thrown it will come to res t on that side. The 
smaller the distllnce of the centre of gravity from the 
Iymmetrical centre of the cube the more variable 
wi ll the result be. Now if we cast the dice sufficiently 
often and observe what happens in each C:lK, then 1ft 

can arrive Ilt " law which will tell u. that the dice will 
fall on a ccrwn side 10 many times out of a thousand 
for instance. 

Let IU return to the example of heat conduction 
and ask whether the ,!lOCI validity of the causal law 
holds for individual cases. The answer is that itaoes 

• 
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~ because more thoroughgoing method. of in_ 
vestigation have proved that what we call transfer of 
h~t from one bodr to another it I. very intricate pro
;:c~i/l£ it_self through innumerable 5criq of 

, L.I!.occ~~es which Ire indcpcndCDI of 2.DC 
~d which we calf molecular movements, And 
investigation hlS further ,hown that if we presuppose 
the validity 01 dynamical Jaws for C2ch of these par
ticular happenings-that is to say, the law of unn 
nuutily-lhcn "'c un arrive II the caunl results 
through this Iype of observation. In point of fact, 
statistical b.~·s arc dependent ~n_ the auumption of 
the UnCI law of caunliij functioning in each particular 
~ And the !,on-fu16I1mcnt of the Slatislicai rule in 
particular caSCI IS not therefore due to the fact that 
the law of causality is not fulfilled, but r2thcr to thC ) ,i! .....c ........ 
fact t~ur observations an: not suRiciently delicate .... t- ... ~ 'j. 
aDd accurate to put the law of eluuJity to a dircet aU <}~ 

. . , . " ur ........ test 1D ach ca,!:!;. If it were posSIble for us to 0 ow !A.,)I It" .......... 

!be movement of each individual molceule in this very t<><> ..... J,. 

intricate labyrinth of proces5C$, then we should find in ~ .. ~'.-' 
each case an elact fulfillment of the dynamicd laws. ""1'f'V"""7 

In speaking of physical science under this aspect t<v'tt-'~ 
We must always distinguish betwcen two different (.I' ~ ....... 
IJICthods of research. One is the rlJlcrQKOpic method, ~.f-U. 
which deals with the object of research in a genenl .. :..,...tt-~ 
lIld Summary manner. The other is the microscopic 
~od, which is more delicate and detaited in its 
ptoctdure. It i. only for the macroscopic obscrvcr-
that i, to "y, the man who deals with big quantities 
in a wholesale way_that chance and probability , 
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exist in regud 10 single elements in the object that 
he handles. The extent and importance of the chance 
clements are of count dependent on the measure of 
knowledge and skill which is brought 10 bear on the 
object. On the other hand, for the microscopic in. 
vestigator only accuracy and strict causality exist. Hit 
livelihood depends, as it were, on the quality of 
each individual item that he deals with in retail. 
The macrOKopic investigator reckons only with mes 
values and knows only statistical laws. The microscopic 
investigator reckons with individual values and applies 
to them dynamical law in it. full significance. 

Suppose we consider again the example of the dice 
which I have mentioned already. And suppose we 
treat it micros<:opically. This means that together with 
the nature of the dice itself-its non-symmelrical 
character and the edCt location of its centre of gravity 
-we also take into account its initial position and itl 
initial velocity and the inHuence of the table on its 
movement, the resistance of the air and every other 
peculiarity that may affect it-supposing we could 
examine att these minutely, then there could be no 
question of chance; bccau'-C each time we can reckon 
the place where the dice would IIOP and know in what 
position it would rest. 

Without going into any further deuits. lei me 51Y 
that 'ph)"ical science applies the macroscopic method 
of research to 1.11 happenings where mOTecules and 
:ttoms ate Concerned. But It naturally strives to refine 
itl treatment toward. the microscopic degree of 
delicacy and allnY' .eeks to reduce statistical lalO'S 

• 
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10 I dynamic and stricdy C2UUJ system. Therefore it 
m2y be said here th:u physical science, together with 
astronomy and chemistry ."d mincrology, are all 
based on the stricl and univcnal validity of the 
principle of causality. In a word, this is the answer 
Which ph)'Slcal science has to give to the question asked 
al the beginning of the prescnt chapter. 

Let us come now to the science of biology. H ere 
the conditions are very much more intricate, because 
biology duls with living things and the problem of 
life has .1111'1>' presented very serious difficulties fw 
scientific r($earch. Of coune I cannot spnlr. with 
special authority in this branch of science. Yet I havc 
1\0 hesitation in saying that even in the mOlt obKurc 
problems, such as the problem of haedity, biology 
is approaching more Ind more to the ezp!ici! wump
tion of the univerul validity of cau"1 relations. JUlt 
as no physicist wi!! in the lut resort acknowledge the 
play of chance in inanimate nature, so no ph)'lliologin 
will admit the play of chance in the absolute unse, 
although of coune the microscopic method of resCll.rch 
is very much more difficult to carry out in physiology 
than in ph)"llics. For this latter reason the majority of 
physiological laws are of a statistical character and are 
ailed rules. When an Clception «,un in .!huJ?plicl
rion of these empirically established rules, this js not 
ulributed to ~ Ikip or failure in the Qu"1 ion 
but !"llher to I want 0 noW ed e In k· in the way 
thl,,---the r~le II IPP Ie. e $Oence of biology uts 
its face against permitiing csceptions as such to exist. 
What appear to be exceptions are C~IJt)' recorded 

- ----
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new is the way in 
.;{;;,;~~; discoveries have been made. 

How can we distingl,li.h between what is veritably 
a callSal relation and what is merely a coincidence or 
external succession of one event following anotherl 
The answer is and fast rule for 

given cause, and in the predicted effect should 
not follow then we know chat some other f'lets ha'~ 
come intg pIa): which were left out of considcntio~ 
in our reckoning. A liule nory will illustrate my 
meaning here. It refers to the efficiency of artificili 
manure in agriculture. 

If I am not mistaken the story is told of Iknj:uni~ 
F'1ln.ldin. He was not merely a first-class statCSmatl 
but he was also a very able researeh worker and dis
coYtttt in natul"ll science. AlOne time he took I 

great inleresl in the problem of anificial manuring 
and dearly showed the importance of iu development 
in agrarian economiC$. He put his theories to the test 
and achieved practical II,ICcessel which were quite 
IU;sfying for hi. own scientific bent of mind. But he 
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fouJId it "ery difficult to convince his sceptial neigh
boun thaI the luxuriant crop of dover which they "11/ 
growing in Fnnklin's field W;l$ due to the use of 
lIti6ciJi manure. For the peasant clover wu dover 
lIId land was land and there wcre good bnd and bad 
lind and good weather conditions and bad weuher 
COIIdition" and these were the only factors that he 
recognized as causes of a good crop or a poor crop. 
Fnnklin determined to convince the pnS:lrlt that the 
vt of man could dirc<:tly influence the quality of 
ftaturc's growth. At the time of secd~wing he dug 
in the soil a series of small furro"" which formed 
t1phab¢tial lcllen. These small furrows he filled 
with rich quantities of artificial manure, while the other 
pan. of the field were left solely to nature's hand. As 
tbe crop grew the letters thaI corresponded to the 
manured furrows showed rows of clover much nUer 
and more luxuriant than that in the othtf partl of 
the field; 10 that the passers-by were able to read the 
stnttnce; . This pari has ~ttlr ",alr"rtJ wilh SlIIII, 

History does not re ate whether the obstinate pealllnll 
wcre or wtre not convinced by the proof, But that 

11 neither here 

, i;;;n;;;;; 
is case ,.'e introduce a a.UIC: 

wbich of itl very nature "flows into" th result,:as the 
I(holutia used to uy, In I the fCSult II in fu11 
actord with what WH. j!!ediCtC5!, then we can be 
c(rtain of the causal relation. In the inltance of -
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Franklin's dover there could possibly be no other 
expbnation accpt that of the manuring, and this 
czplanation. as a OIUSC:, has a natural and exchl$i~ 
oonnection with the result. 

Of course it may be nid that the law of causality 
is only after all an hypothesis. If il be an hypothesis 
it is not an hypothesis like most of the albus, but it is 
a fundamental hypothesis because it is the postulate 
which is necessary to give scnu and meaning to the 
application of all hypotheses in scientific rocarch. 
This is because any hypothesis which indintes a 
definite rule presupposes the validity of the principle 
of causation. 

We now come to thOle IciencOil which deal Il'itb 
human events. Here the method which Ihe scientist 
follows can have nothing like the same exactitude IS 

that which he followl in physics. The object of his 
study is the human mind and it! influence on the 
course of events. The great difficulty here is the 
meagre supply of .ource materials. While the his
torian or the sociologist strives to apply purdy objec
tive methods 10 hi. line. of investigation, he finds 
himself confronted on all hands with the want of 
cbta whereby he might determine the causes tlut 
have led to gener.r.1 condition. in Ihe past and lead to 
the gener.r.l condition. in the world at the prescot 
moment. AI the same time however he has at least 
one advantage here which the physicist has noL 
The historian or the sociologist iJ dealing with the 
nme kind of activities ., he linds in himself. Sub
jC<:tive observation of hi, own human nature fur-
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aidlc:s him with at leut a rough means of estimation 
ill dciling . ith outside personalities or grouP' of 
pcnonalitic:s. H e o.n "feci into" them as it wee 
IDd may thus gain I. certain insight into the charac
temtict of their motives and their thoughtl. 

Let us ask then what is the attitude of the humanist 
!cirntist towards this problem of o.usation. In the 
activities of the human mind and in the play of~an 
emotions, and In the outer conduct that results from 
~ is lba=e everywhere a rigid causal interrelation? 
And is all ~ndutt.inJ.h.e Int resort to be attributed to 
the causal activity of circumstances, such as past 
nents and surroundi~S!I leaving no place 

I spontancoUJ action of the 
, .. 

•• 
, ' , , h" 

a source of controversy. Those who hold that 
the human will is absolutely free in its act of volition 
gener:ally assert that the higher we go in the Kale 
of natural being the less noticctble is the play of 
necessity and the greater the play of creative freedom, 
until we finally come to the C1SC of human beings, 
who enjoy the full autonomy of the will. 
. Such an opinion a.nnot be spoken of as correct OJ" 

IIICOrr«t acept by putting it to the test of historical 
and psychological research. And here we I\2ve the 
problem in exactly the same po5itton as in the case of 
physical teienee. Tn other words we cannot know how 
far the principle of causality is vllid except by putting 

'I-
1'1'"",; ~ p4--!o t1.. ~"-
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it to the test of ou~eality. Of course" diffUQI 
tenninology is used when caus.1 methods :lr1: applied 
in the hurru.nist sciences. In mllunl science" definitt 
physical picture with given ch"ncteristics is the 
lubject of research. In psychology we have a definite 
individual personality to study. That individual ptr_ 
.onality has inherited qualities such as bodily c0n

formation, intelligence, imaginative capacity, tem
penment, pc1'$Onal tastes and 10 on. \'Iorking Oft 

this personality we have the physical and psychic 
influences of the environment, such as climate, food, 
upbringing, companionship, family lif .. , education, 
reading, .. tc. Now the question is whethCT all these 
data determine the conduct of this personality in all 
its particulars and according to definite laws. In othrr 
words if we suppose, what is impossible in practict, 
that we had" thol"Ough and detailed knowledge of all 
these factors here and now, could we tell with certainty, 
on the causal basis, how the individual will act a 
moment hened 

In seeking for a sound and logical and adcqu.lU 
anS\.ICT to this question we are here in quite" different 
pot.ition from that in which we WCTe when dealing 
with nat\U'lli science. Obviously it is CItranely difti
cull to give anything like I definite answer to such. 
question as thlt asked above. One may have opinionS 
and nu.ke suppositions and assumptions; but thttt 
do not fum~h logical grounds for an anSwCT. Still I 
think that it may be said definitely that the dire<:tillll 
i~ which the human~t sciences, luch as psychology ~ 
histOry, :lTC developing nowadays furnishes (!'rtlUi 
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rround' for presuming that the question should be 
Wwtl'ed in the affirmative. The part which force 
Jl!:!:vs in nature, as the cause of malian, has its count"'
p&rl in the mental sphere In molive as the cause of 
~. Just as at each and every moment the motion 
Ii. nulttial body rnults necessarily from the com
bined action of many forces, so human conduct 
resuhs 1I'ith the same necessity from the interplay of 
mutually reinforced or contradicting motives, which 
partly in the conKiou, and partially also in the un
conscious sphere work their way forward towards the 
/'tSult. 

Of course it is ~rfectly true that many acts which 
trc done by human beings .ppear to be inexplicable. 
At times it is an extnordinarily difficult riddle to 
find anything like reasonable grounds for certain 
Ictl, and other acu seem so ult"'!y foolish IS to lug
ge5t no grounds at all. But consider for a moment 
the way thete acts appear to I tnine<! psycholO@:ist 
tnd the way they appear to the ordinary man in the 
ItT«!. What is entirdy puzzling to the !aller il often 
quite clear to the former. Thcrefou if we could 
study the ICts of the huma.n being at vtty dose and 
intimate quarters, we should find that they can be 
IiICcounte<! for through causes which lie in the charac
ter or in the momentary emotional tension or in the 
.pctilic external environment. And in those cases 
where it is extremely difficult and wellnigh im
POSsible to discover these expllnatory causes, then 
"e lave at lcut grounds for assuming thst if we 

cannot lind any motive as an apla.nstion, we must 
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a.ttribute this not a.ctulllly 10 the lIbsence of moti~ 
bUI nther to the unsatisfllctory nllture of our know. 
ledge of the pec;:uliarities of the situation. Here 'll'C 

have the SlIJIle cue IS in the throwing of the unsym
metrical diu. We know that the way in which the 
dke finally comes to rest is the nett result of all the 
factors active in the tbrowing of the dice, but in the 
use of a single throw we cannot detect the function 
of strict causality. And $0, even though the motiw 
of a certain line of human conduct may of un lie 
utterly hidden, conduct entirely without motive is 
scicntifiul1y just 15 incompatible with the principia 
on which mental Kiencc is carried on as the 
assumption of absolute chance in inorganic nature is 
incompatible with the working principle of physial 
science. 

It is not merely however that conduct is condi
tioned by the motives which lead to it. Each act htl 
also a causal inAuence on lubsequent behaviour. 
And so in the interchange of motive and conduct we 
have an endless chain of events following one another 
in the spiritual life, in which every link is bound by 
a strict causal relation not only with the pre<:eding 
link but also with the following one. 

Attempts have been made to find a way to free 
these links from the c:ausal dlain. Hermann Lotte, in 
open contn.d.iction to Kant, put forward the sugges
tion that such a causal chain can have no end, although 
it has a beginning. In other words, that circulii'" 
stances OCcur in which motives appear entirely inde
pendently, not caused by any preceding inHuence, so 
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thaI the conduct 10 which these rnOlivn lead _ill 
be the first link in I. new chain. Such an in terpretation, 
Lone held, must be given espcci2.lly to the acts of 
1_ choice spirits th20! :lfC called creative geniuses. 

Even though we may not question the possibility 
ohuch cases happening in the world of reality yet we 
11111 reasonably 1-nswertha! the thoroughgoing scientifiC 
rescuch which has been carried on in the region of 
psychology would have pointed to such a possibility. 
But as far as psychological research has gone there 
m no indications which might furnish a starting
ground for this theory of the so-called free beginning. 
On the contrary, the de<:pcr scientifiC research goes 
into the peculiarities that have ch1raocriztd even the 
gmt spiritual movements of world hislOry. more 
and moTC the causal relation emages into the open. 
The dependence of each event upon pre<:ed ing fact 
and preparatory factors gradually begins to appear 
under the strong light of scientifiC investigation, so 
much so as to warnnt the statement that present-day 
~iclltilic procedure in psychology is founded prac
hcally exclusively on the principle of 01,1$111 inter
relations and the assumption of an active law of 
Clusality which permits no exceptions. This mean. 
that the postulate of complete determinism is accepted 
;u a necessuy condition for the progress of psycho

logical resnrch. 
Under these circumstances it is obvious that we 

cannot erect a definite boundary and say: Thus far 
but no fart her. The principle of tl.us.a1ity must be 
held to extend even to the highest achievements of 
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the human $OU1. We must admit that the mind 0{ 

",ch one of OUT greaten genluSC$-. .\risl0tl~, Kant 
Of Leonardo. Goethe or Beethoven, Ihnte Of Shu~
speare--even at the mom~nt of its high~t flights of 
thought Of in the most profound inner .... orkings of 
the $Oul, was subject to the causal fiat and was an 
instrument in the hands of an almighty law which 
governs the world. 

The average t",der may be ",sily taken aback by 
such a statement. It may lound derogatory to speak 
thus of the creative achievemenlS of the high~t and 
nobltSt of the human nee. But on the othet hand it 
must be rcm~mbered that we oursel"es are only 
common mortal,., and that we could never hope to be 
in a position to follow out the delicate play of cause 
and cil'C\lmstance in Ihe lOul of the g~nius, There is 
nothing derognory in saying Ihat they arc subjw 
to the law of cause and effect, though It would be 
derogatory of course if this were interpreted in the sense 
that the ordinary mortal is capable of following the 
workings of that law in the case of supremely gifted 
souls. Nobody would feel it disrespectful if one were 
10 say that some superhuman inlelligence could 
understand a Gor;the or a Shakespeare, The whole 
point lies in the inadequacy of the observer. Just to 

the nacroscopic physicist is entirely unable to pursue 
microscopic workings in natural phenomena, yel, IS 
we have seen, this docs nOI m",n that the law of 
causality i. nOI valid for these microscopic happening". 

Where is the sense then, it may here be asked, in 
talking of definite causal relations in regard to cas~ 
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... htreln nobody in Ihe world is capable of tracing 
their funclion? 

The ans .... ·er 10 Ihal question is simple enough. As 
!u.s been said again and :a.vin, the concept of causality 
is something transcendental, whieh is quile indepc:nden t 
of the nalure of the researcher, and it would be valid 
e\'en if there were no perceiving subject at all. \Ve 
Ihll see more clearly the inner meaning of tile causal 
[Oncepl if we consider the following;-

At this pre!l('nl moment of time and spaee the human 
intellect as we know it may possibly not be the highest 
type of intelleel in existence. H igher intell igences nuT 
mst in other places or may appear in other epochs. 
And the intellectual level of thc:se beings may be as 
much above ours as ours is above: the protozoa. Then 
it may welt happc:n tha t before the penetrating eye of 
5uch inteHigences even the most flc:c:ting moment of 
mortal thought, as welt as the most delicate vibration 
in the ganglia of the human brain, could be followed 
in each case, and tllat the creadve work of our mortal 
geniu!ICS could be: proved by such an intelligence to 
be subject to unalterable laws, juse as the telC$C0PC 
of the astronomer traces Ihe lin" of the manifold 
lIIO\Iement of the Ipheres. 

Ile~ as everywhere else, we mUSI differentiate 
bc:t"·C.tl\.- the. validity of die causal E!inciple and the 
Pl':I.clicability of ilf a~plicalion. Under all circum
ilances the law of causation is valid, becluse of iu 
II"lIIKendental character. But as in application can be 
tarried out in full detail only by the mkroscopic 
observer in nalural science, so in the region of the 
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human mind the law can be applied only by an intelli
gence that i! far superior to Ihe object of ~h. 
The smaller the distance bet""ecn Ihe investigator 
and the object in this cue, Ihe mon:: uncertain and 
fallible will be the causal and scientifiC treatment. 
The whole problem lies in the difficulty, indeed the 
impossibility, with which we arc faced in trying to 
undel"Stand the behaviour of a genius from the stand
point of cauution. Even a congenial spirit in such case5 
would h2,ve to be conlent with presumptions and 
analogies; but t o the avel'llge blockhead the genius 
will ever remain a dosed book signed with the KYen 

seals. 
The conclusion therefore is that the highest types 

of human intelligence arc subject to the causal law 
in the processes that result in even their greatest 
achievements. That is the first part of our conclusion. 
And the second part is that in principle we must 
reckon with the possibility that a day will come when 
the more profound and increa5ingly more refined 
development of scientific research will be able to 
understand the mental workings not only of the 
ordinary mortal but also of the highest human genius 
in their causal relations; because scicntific thought is 
identical with cauul thought, so much so that the 
lut goal of every lCience is the full and complete 
application of the cauul principle to the object of 
rcsca.rch. 

From all that I have said what conclusion are we to 
dra.w in regard to Free WilH In the midst of a world 
where the principle of causation prevails universally, 
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nat room is there for the autOllOmy of human voIi
tical Thil is an important quesliOll. es,,"ially to-day, 
beuusc of a wid" rud tenden unWSfl"2,nubl to 
atend the tenets 0 SCient! c ctertnlftlsm to an 
conduct and thus shelve res 51 iii rom the 
shoo de" 0 t e mdividual. We have hw an example 
o thiS 11\ lOme modern interpreters of historical 
development who would hold that the delliny of a 
group of individuals, forming a nation or a c.iviliu
lion, is determined by blind fate. Therefore in the 
lut Ulalysis the responsibility for sucil a destiny does 
DOC test with the individual. Is this attitude a legitimate 
dNuction from all th.t I havc said! In other words. 
mid the all-round ousal s.cquence in !\Itural pheno
mena is there still room for the free and responsible 
Ict of the will of the individual! 

&fore directly answering that question I may 
point to a notable chancteristiC of everyday life which 
!'Ilay help us in forming a decision. Though chance 
and minde in the absolute sense are fundamentally 
n:cluded from science, yet Kience is confronted 
to-day, more than ever before perhaps, with a wide
Iprrad belief in miracle and magic. Such belief, which 
bas been to universal in former ages. repeat. itself 
"ith the paning of the centuries in innumenble 
form •. This meant that science is repeatedly oiled 
Upon to give the tc.ientific OIusal explanation of facts 
th.u are popularly interpreted in the light of lOme 
belief. Belief ;n miracle is a very important element 
in the cultunl history of the human nce. It hal brought 
Untold blttsings 1lnd has inspired noble men to the 
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greatest of heroic dttds. But where It has degenerated 
into fanaticism it has also been the ouse of untold 
evil. 

In view of the remarluble progress of physiaJ 
science during our own time and the universal t:lten
sion of its benefits amongst dvili"l.Cd nations, we might 
naturally assume that one of the achievements of 
science would hoave been to restrict belief in miracle. 
But it docs not lCem to do 10. T he tendency to believe 
in the power of mY'terioul agencies is an outstanding 
characteristic of our o.,.n day. This is shown in the 
popularity of occultism and spiritualism and their 
innumerable variants. Though the utraordinary results 
of science are 10 obvious that they cannot f'SUpe the 
notice of even the most unobservant man in the 
street, yet eduoted as well as uneducated people 
often turn to the dim region of m)'stery for light on 
the ordinary problems of life. One would 'magine 
that they would turn to science, and it is probably 
true that those who do so are more intensely interested 
in science and an perhaps grutt! in number than any 
corresponding group of people in former times: bUI 

still the fact remains that the drawing power of systems 
which are hued on the irrational is at least as strong 
and as widespread as eva before, if not more 1-0. The 
Moniu l..e.I.gue which was formed some ycars ago 
with 1-0 much {t141 a.nd promise, for the purpose of 
establishing a world outlook based on purely scientifi.c 
grounds, has cenainly not achieved any success 
corresponding to the rival systems. 

How is this peculiar fact to be explained? Is there, 

• 
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in the laSI anal)'Sis, some basially sound f()()(hold 
for this belief in mincle, no m:Utcr how biz.arre and 
illogical may be the outer forms it , ... lta? h there 
something in the nature of man, some innet' realm, 
III:I.! $Cicntt cannot touch? Is it so that when we 
appr~ch the inner springs of human action science 
cannot have the last word? Or, to speak morc con
cretdy, is there a point at which the causal line of 
thought ceases and beyond which science cannot gor 

This brings us to the kernel of the problem in regard 
to free Will. And I think that the answer will be found 
Illtomatically suggested by the qucstions which I hive 
just a~ked. 

The fact is that there is a point, one single point 
in the tmmeasunble world of mind and matte'f, where 
science and therefore every Cl.usal method of research 
is inapplicable, not only on practical grounds but also 
on logical grounds, and will alwa}'1l remain inapplicable. 
'fhis point is the individual ego. It is a sman point in 
the universal realm of being; but in itself it is a whole 
world, embracing our emotional life, our will and 
our thought. Th is realm of the ego is at once the 
source of our deepest suffering and at the tame time 
of our highcs t happiness. Over this realm no outer 
power of fate can ever have sway. and we lay aside 
our O1'.n control and responsibility over ourselves only 
with the laying aside of life itself. 

And yet there i. a way in which the causal method 
can be applied within the limits of this inner realm. 
In principle there is no reason whatsoever why the 
individual should not make himself the observer of 

---
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what has happened within himself. In other words, lie 
can look back over the experiences through which 
he h:u passcd and endeavour to link them up in their 
causal relations. There is no reason indeed, at least 
in principle, why he should not scrutini"l.c each 
expcrience--by which I mC:l.n each decision and line 
of conduct which he has taken-and study it from 
the viewpoint of finding out the cause from which it 
resulted. Of course that is an extremely difficult task; 

but it is the only soundly scientific way of dealing 
with our own lives. In order 10 caTry out this plan of 
action the facts of our own lives which we: now place 
under observation would have to be distanced in 
the past, so that our present complex of living emo
tions and inclinations would not enter as factors 
into the observation. If we could possibly carry out 
the plan in this detached way, then each experience 
through which we have passed would make us im
measurably more intelligent than we were before, so 
intelligent indeed that in relation to our earlier con
dition we should rise to the level of the super
intelligence po!ltulated by Laplace. You remember 
tht Laplace held that if there were a super_intelligence 
standing entirely (Jutside of the facts occurring in 
the universe, this intelligence would be able to see 
causal relations in 2.11 the h2.ppenings of the world 
of man and nature, even the most intricate and micro
scopic. It is only by 2.iming 2.t this r;ort of distance 
that the individual could est2.blish the required 
detachment of the perceiving subject from the object 
of his rese2.Tch, which we have already seen to be 

• 
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an inevitable c:ondition for the application of the 
causal method in rc:sear<:h. The nearer we an: to 
events in time the more difficult it is to trace thcir 
causal structure. And the nearer we au to the events 
of our own personal experience the more difficult 
it is for us to .rudy ourselves in the light of these 
happenings; for the activities of the observer are 
hen: partly the object of rese.rch and, in so far as 
that is so. the causal connection is pncticaUy impos
sible to c"ablish. I am not preaching a moral urman 
here or suggesting what ought to be aimed It for the 
sake of the moral uplift of one's own being. I am only 
treating the cue of individu:d freedom from the view
point of its logical coherence with the principle of 
causation, and I am nying that i. pri"dlle there is 
no reason why we should not discover the causal (on
nectionl in our own personal conduct, but that in 
pl'llclice we never can do 50 because this would mean 
that the observing subject would also be the object 
of retearch. And that is impossible; for no eye can 
!ICe itself. But in so far as any man is not entirely 
to-day that which he was yea" ago there is a relative 
degree to which he might subjott his own experi
ences to causal scrutiny; and I have mentioned this as 
illustrative of the general principle. 

It will occur to many readers to ask if thus in 
relation to the chain of causality the freedom of the 
individual will, here and now, is only apparent snd 
tesullt solely from the defecu of our own under
standing. That way of putting the case ii, I 1m con
vinced, entirely mistaken. \~ .might iUumate ~e 
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mistake by saying that it is like the mistake of sug_ 
gesting that the inabilici __ o~nner to outrun his 
own shadOw is due to il lack of spud. The fact 

- t at the individual here and now, in regard to his 
own living present act, cannot be subject to the law 
of causation is a truth that is bued on a perfectly 
sound logical foundation of an " priuri kind, such as 
the uiom that the part i. never greater than the 
whole. The impossibility of the individual contem
plating his own activity here and now under the 
light of the causal principle would hold good even 
in the case of the super-intelligence postulated by 
Laplace. For, even though this super-intelligence 
might be able to traCe the causal structure in the 
achievements of the most gifted geniuses of the 
human race, yet that same luper-intelligence would 
h:ave to renounce the idea of studying the activities 
of its own ego at the moment it contemplated the 
activities of our mortal ego. If there be a Supreme 
Wisdom whose celestial nature is in6nitcly elevated 
above ours, and who can !;I:e every convolution in 
our brains and hear every pulse beat of each human 
heart, as a matter of course such 10 Supreme \Visdom 
$US the succession of cause and effect in C\·erything 
we do. But this docs not in the least invalidate our o .. ·n 
sense of responsibility for our own actions. From this 
standpoint we ilte on an equal footing with the saints 
and confessors of the most lublime religions. We 
cannot possibly study ounelvCl at the moment or 
within the environment of any given activity. Here 
is the place where the freedom of the will coma in 

• 
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and establishes itself, without usurping the right of 
Iny rival. lking emancipated thus, we are It liberty 
10 tonsuutt any miraculous Inckground that we like 
in the m)'1terious realm of our own inner being, even 
though we may be at the same time the .trictest 
scientists in the world, and the strictest ul,holden of 
the principle of tluul determinism. It is from this 
autar<hy of the ego that the belief in mirICles arises, 
and it is to this SOUTte that we are to attribute the 
widespread belief in irrational explanations of life. The 
existence of that belief in the face of scientilit advance 
is a proof of the inviolability of the ego by the law of 
ClIUUllon in the sense which I have mentioned. I 
might put the matter in another wa)' and 5Iy thaI 
the freedom of the egO here and now, and it. inde
pendence of the causal chain, is a truth that comes 
from Uie: ImmedJlte alttale: of the human ton
sciousncss. 

And what holds good for the prellent moment of 
our being holds good also for our own future tonduct 
in which the influences of our present ego play a 
part. The road to the future always Itarll in the 
present. II is, here and now, part and parcel of the 
ego. And for that reason the: individual can never 
consider his own future purely and exclusively from 
the causal lIandpoint. Thai is the rcuon why fancy 
pla)'1 such a part in the construction of the future. 
[t is in ICtual re<:ognition of this profound fact that 
people have recourse to the palmist and the clair
voyant to satisfy their individual curiosity about their 
Own future. It is also on this fact that dreams and 
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ide2ls are based, and here the hum:ln being finds one 
of Ihe richest sources of inspiration. 

I mighl mention here in pusing Ihat this practical 
inapplicability of the 111" of causalion extends beyond 
the individual. II utends to our relations with our 
fellow-men. We are 100 much a part of the life or 
our fellow beings to be in a position to study them 
from the viewpoint of mOlives, which means the 
causal viewpoint. No ordinary human being can put 
himself in the position of the super_intelligence 
imagined by Lapl:ace and consider himself capable 
of tracing all the inner springs of aClion from which 
the conduct of his fellow-men originates. On the 
other hand, however, I would mention here again a 
ph..,e of the causal application corresponding to that 
which I have already spoken of in relation to the 
individual's capacity for scientifically observing his 
own past ellpcrience. To a relative degree it is possible 
to study the motivct on which other people act, just 
as they arc studied by the psychologist or the alienist. 
In all such cases there is to a certain degree the requisite 
distance between the researcher and the object of his 
rcsc;ll'ch. And therefore to thil utent there is no 
logical incoherence in the idea of a pc~n studying 
the activities of hi. fellow bein~. Indeed all who wish 
to inBuence others do so in everyday life, which is 
largely the secret of political SUCCesl. It is the secret 
of all the power for good which so many people 
exercise in relation 10 their fellow bt:ings. Most of us 
remember from childhood personalities whom we 
shirked because of some sort of innate feeling of 

• 
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inse<:urity in their presence, and on the other hand 
most of us, I imagine, have memories of acquaintances 
to whose influence we were willingly amenable because 
we felt a certain reverence towards them. And every
body is more or less familiar with the feeling of 
withdrawal which comes over one in the presence of 
a person who is suspected of seeing too dearly into 
the inner lives of others. AU these immediate reactions 
bear witness to a sort of instinctive recognition that 
our own lives are in the last analysis subje<:t to causa
tion, though the ego as regards its immediate destiny 
cannot be subject to that law. 

5<:ience thus brin~ us to the threshold of the ego 
and there leaves U $ to ourselves. Here it resigns us 
to the care of other hands. In the conduct of our own 
lives the causal principle is of little help; for by the 
iron law of logical cOnlistency we are excluded from 
laying the causal foundations of our own future or 
foreseeing that future as definitely resul ti ng from the 
present. 

But mankind has need of fundamental postulates 
for the conduct of everyday existence, and this need 
is far more pressing than the hunger for scientific 
knowledge. A single deed often has far more signi
ficance for a human being than all the wisdom of the 
world put together. And therefore there must be 
another source of guidance than mere intelle<:tual 
equipment. The law of causation is the guiding rule 
of science; but the Categorical Imperative-that is to 
uy, the dictate of duty-is the guiding rule of li fe. 
Here intelligence has to give place to character, and 
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scientific knowledge to religious belief. And when I 
say religious bclieJ here I mean the word in its funda
menial scn!le. And the mention of it brings us 10 mu 
much discussed qUe$lion of the rdation between 
science and religion. It is not my place here nor within 
my competency to deal with that question. Religion 
belongs to that realm that is inviolable before the law 
of causation and therefore dosed to science. The 
scientist as such must recognil.c the value of religion 
as such, no maUer what may be its forms, so long as 
it d0e5 not make the mistake of opposing its own 
dogmas to the fund:l.mental b.w upon which scientific 
rtse1l'ch is based, namely the sequence of c:ause and 
effect in all external phenomena. In conjunction with 
the uestion of the relati reli ion and 
.ocnee I rnl t also I. that those s of r_~ligion 
whith have a ni I ilt atutu e to life arc ouU!Lh:u
mony with the scientific outlook and contr~diclOry 
JQ its princLples. All demal of life's value for itself 
and for its own sake is a denial of the world of human 
thought, and therefore in the last analysis It denial 
of the true foundation not only of science but also of 
religion. I think that most scientists would agree to 
this, and would raise their hands against rdigious 
nihilism as destructive of science itself. 

There can neur be 3Dr rul oDpositio~ between 
religion and science; for the one is the complement 
of the other. Every serious and reRective person 
realizC5, I think, that the religious element in his 
nature must be recognized and cultivated if all the 
powers of the human JOul arc to act together in perfect 
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b.lance and harmony. A.nd indeed it was not by any 
~ident that the greatest thinkers of aU ages were 
~Iso deeply religious souls, even though they made 
no public show of their relig!ous feeling. It i. frow the 
i;:~ration of the undent:ll1ding with the will that 
th£,..nncst fm;t of pbilotOphr has arisen, namely the 
ethi,ai J.r:W.t. Scien,e enhlJl'es the morat values of 
[ife, because it furthcn a love of truth and reverence 
-love of truth displaying itself in the constant 
endeavour to arrive at a more elIa,t knowledge of the 
"'orld of mind and matter around us, and reverence, 
because every advan,e in knowledge brings us f.ce 
to face with the mystery of our own being . 




